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29 Sept-M-FI.r.1&2-1-Arminger (In'l ;· VJagne~)
Court No. IIA, Case 9

Official Transcript of the AE1erican Military Tribunal No. IIA in the matter of
the United States of ,A.merica · against Otto
Ohlendorf, et ·a1, defendants, sitting
at Nurn\)erg, Germany, on 29 September
1947, 0930-1630, Justice MUSH.ANNO, presiding .
TRE MARSH.AL: The Honorable, the Judges of Liilitary Tribunal
No .• II-A.
Military Tribunal No. II-A is now in sessione God save the United
States of .Ame :i. .ica and this Honorable Tribunal.
There will be order in the Court.
THE PRESIDENT: Military Tribunal II-A will now be in order and you
will ascertain if the defendants are present .
THE r:::ARSHA.L: May it please your Honors, the Defendants Otto Rasch
and Eduard Strauch are abs ent .
THE PRESIDENT~ Becaus e of what?
THE MARSHAL: At the request of the medical authorities, Srhr.
THE PRESIDENT: Very well, Since the arrai.~nm..ent several days ago,
Otto Rasch and Eduard Strauch have been arraigned separately because
on the opening day t hey ·were too ill to r espond, but that the record
will show that they ho w have been arraigned properly, in accordance
with law.
We are no w r eady to hear the presentation by the Prosecution .
l:lR. FERENCZ: May it please Your Honors, it is with sorrow and

with hope that we here dis close the deliberate slaughter of more than
a million innocent and defenseless .rc1en, women and children. This was
the tragic fulfilJ.J11ent of a prog r am of intolerance and arrogance . Vengeance is not our goal, nor do we se ek merely a just rGtribution. We
I

ask this Court to affirm by international penal action rnan s right to
live in peace and dignity regardless of his race or creed . The case we
pres ent is a plea of Humanity to Law.
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We shall establish beyond the realm of doubt facts which, befoie
the dark decade of the Third Reich, would have seemed incredible, The
defendants were commanders and officers of special SS groups knovm as
Einsatzgruppen - established for the specific purpo-se of massacring
human beings because they vrere Jews, or because they were for some
other reason regarded as inferior peoples. Each of the defendants
in the dock held a position of responsibility or command in an extermination unit. Each assumed the right to decide the fate of men, and
death was the intended result of his power and contempt. Their own reports will show that the slaughter committed by these defendants was
dictated, not by military necessity, but by_that supreme ~perversion of
thought, the Na.xi theory of the master race. We shall show that these
deeds of men in uniform were the methodical execution of long-range
plans to destroy ethnic, national, political and religious groups which
stood condemned in the Nazi mind. Genocide

the extermination of whole

categorie$ of human beings, was a foremost instrument of the Nazi doctrine. Even before the war the concentration camps within the ·Third
Reich had witnessed many killings inspired by these ideas. During the
early months of the war the Nazi regime expanded its plans for genocide
and enlarged the means to execute them. Following the German invasion
of Poland there arose extermination camps such as Auschwitz and Maidanek. In Spring 19h1, in contemplation of the coming assault upon the
Soviet Union, the Einsatzgruppen were created as military units, but
not to fight as soldiers. They were organized . for murder. In advance
of the attack on Russia, the Einsatzgruppen were ordered to destroy
life behind the lines of combat. Not all life to be sure. They were to
destroy all those denominated Jew, political official, Gypsy, and those
other thousands called "asocial" by the self-styled Nazi supermen. This
was the nex GGrman

11

Kultur 11 •

Einsatz units entering a town or city ordered all Jews to be re-
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gistered. They were forced to wear the Stard of David mider threat of'
deatho All were then assembled with their families to be'~re-settlod 11
under Nazi supervision~ At the outskirts of each town was a ditch,
where a squad of Einsatz men waited for their victims. V,fuole families
were arrayed, kneeling or standing near the pit to face a deadly hail
of fire.
Into the prisoner-of-war camps went the Einsatz units, selecting
men for extermination, denying them the right to live.
Holpless civilians were conveniently labeled "Partisans" or "'Partisan-sympathizers" and then executed.
In the hospitals and asylums the Einsatzgruppen dest~oyed the ill
and insane , for "useless eaters" could never serve the Third Reich.
Then came the gas-vans, ~ehicles which could receive living human
beings and discharge corpses. Every Einstzgruppe had its allotment of
these carriages of death.
These in short were the activities of the Ensatzgruppen.
The United States, in 1942, joined

1r nations

in condemnation of

these Nazi slaughters and vowed that Justice would be done. Here we act :
to fulfill that pledge, but not a.lone because of ito
Germany is a l and of ruins occupied by foreign troops, its ~conomy
crippled and its people hungry. Most Germans are still unaware of the
detailed events we shall account . They must realize that these things
did occur in order to understand somewhat the causes of their present
plight. They put their .faith in Hitler and their hope in his regime.
The nazi ideology, devoid of 'humanism and f?unded on a ruthless materialism, was proclaimed throughout Germany and was knovm to all Germans.

'

Hitler and other Nazi leaders made no secret of their purpose to destroy the Jews. As we here record the massacre of thous ands of helpless
children, the German people may reflect on it to assess the merits of
the system they so enthusiastically acclaimed. Ir they shame at the
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folly of their choice they may yet find a true ideaJ_ in place of a
foul fetish.
Proof of a million -murders will not be the most significant aspect
of this case • . We charge more than murde r, for we cannot shut our eyes
to a fact ominous and full of foreboding for all of mankind. Not sihce
men abandoned tribal loyalties has any stat e challenged the right of
whole peoples to exist. And not since medieval times have governments
marked men for death because of race

or

faith. Now comes this recru-

descence - this Nazi doctrine of a master race -- an arrogance blended
from tribal conceit and a boundless contempt for man himself . It is an
idea whose toleration endangers all mmn. It is, as we have charged, a
Crime against Humanity.
The conscience of humanity is the foundation of all law. We seek
here a judgment expressing that conscience and reaffirming under law
·the basic rights of man. 11
Hr. . Glancy will now read Part I of the opening statement.

THE PRESIDENT: Let me suggest that as each attorney appears at the
podium he announce his name and whom he r epresents. Of cours e that will
not be necessary with ~he Pros ecution, but I would like the defense
couns el to do that . We didn't s oem to do that last time, but that seems
to make the recora somewhat ambiguous.•

MR. FERENCZ: Ver y well.
MR. 6-LANCY: May it please the Tribunal.
NAZ~ DOCTRINE of SUPERIOR and INFERIOR RACES
As this trial deals with the crime of genocide, it is essential
to investigate the basic t enets and the development of the Nazi doctrine
which inspired the crimes we shall prove. It is conceded that the Nazi
neither invented nor monopolized thi~ idea of superior peoples but the
cons equence s they wrought gave it a new and terrible meaning. The Nazi
conception has little in common with that arrogance and pretention which
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has frequently accompanied the mingling of different peoples. The
m2.ster race dogma as the Nazis understood and practiced it, was nothing less than tho most all-encompassing and terrible racial ~ersecution of all time. It was one of the most important points of

the .

"unalterable program of the Nazi party" and tho only one which was
consistantly advanced from the very beginning of Nazi rule in rrermany
to tho bitter ond. It was, as Gottfried Feder, the official commentator of tho Nazi Program., called it

11

the emotional foundation of the

Nazi movemont"ti The J 0ws were only one of the peoples marked for extermination in the Nazi program. The motivation of the crimB of genocide., as it was carried out by Hitler and his legions in all of the
occupied and dominated countries, steemed from the Nazi ideology of
"blood and race". In this theory of the predominance of the alleged
Nordic race over all othors and in tho mystic belief that Nordic blood
was the only creative power in the world., the Einsatzgruppen had
their ideological basis. In this primitive theory; derived in part
from Nietzsche's teaching of the Germanic superman, the Naz.i.E found
the justification for Germany's domination of the worlde As Rosenberg
put it in mystic fog:
11

A new-faith is arising today; the myth of the blood, tho
faith, to-defond with the blood the divine essence of man.
Tho faith, embodied in clearest knowledge thc1.t tho Nordic
blood represents that mysteritun which has roplac.e d and overcome the old s acraments o " ·

In his speech., concluding the Reichsparteitag in Nuremberg, on

3 September 1933, Hitler professed a similar cr0od, but gave 1t a more
practical expression:
"But long ago man has proceeded in the same way with his fellowman. ThG higher race - at first higher in the sense of possessing~ greater gift for organization - subjects to its elf a
lower race and thus constitutes a relationship which how
embraces races of unequal value •. Thus there r esults the subjection of a ·.number of people under the will often of only
2. fow persons, a subjection basGd simply on the right of
the stronger, a right as we see it in Nature, can be regarded
as the sole conceivable right because founded on reason. 11
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This theory led the Nazis to consider many of the other nations
· and races, particularly tho Slavs of Eastern Europe, as inferior, a~tl
Jews and Gypsies, as sub~human. From this thesis to the conclusion that
inferior people should be decimated, and sub-humans exterminated like
vermin, is but an easy step. Tho International Military Tribunal found

in its judgment:
"Tho evidence shows that at any rate in the East, tho mass
murders and cruelties were not committed solely for the
purpose of stamping out opposition or resistance to the
.Gerrnan occupying forces. In Poland and the Soviet Union
those crimes were part of~ plan to got rid of whole native
populations by expulsion and annihilation, in order that their
territory could be used for'colonization by'Germans. Hitler
had written in 'Mein Ka.mpf', on these lines, and tho plan
was clearly stated by Himmler in July 19421 when he "Wrote:~
'It is not our task to Germanize the East in the old sense,
that is to tecah tho people there tho Germaµ language and
tho German law, but to sec to it that only people of purely Germanic blood live in the East."
In August 1942 the policy for the Eastern Territories as laid down by
Bermann was swnmarized by a subordinate of Ros enberg as follows:
"The Slavs are to work for us.'In so far as we do not need
them, they may die. Therefore, · compulsory vaccination and
Germanic health services are superfluous. The fertility of
tho Slavs is undesirable,"
and
·11In Poland tho intelligentsia had been marked down fo:t' extermination as early as September 1939, and irt May 1940, the
Defendant Frank wrote in his diary of taking advantage of
the focussing of world interest on tho Western Fron, by
vmolesalc liquidation of thousands of Polos, first leading
representatives of tho Polish intelligentsia~"
This aim was openly admitted by tho highest SS dignitaries. Hirrunler gave vivid expression to this view point in a moo.ting of SS Major
Generals at Posen, in October 1943:
"What happens to a Russian, to a Czech docs not interest me
in the slightest. 1\That, the nations can off er in the way of
good blood of our type, we will tako, if nGcossary by kidn2.pping their children and raising them here with us. Whether
nations livo in prosperity or starve to death interests me
only'so far q S we need them as slaves for our Kultur; otherwise, it is of no interest to mo. i)hGther 10,000 Russian fo.mllll.les fall down from exhaustion while digging an anti-tank
ditch for Germany is finished. 1rve shall never be rough and
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heartless when it is not necessary, that is clear. We Germans
who are the only people in the world who have a decent atti~ ·
tude towards animals., will also assume a decent attitude towards
these human animals. But it is a crime against our blood to
worry about them and give them ideals, thus causing our sons
and grandsons to have a more difficult time with them. When
somebody comes to me and says; 'I cannot dig ;the anti-tank
ditch with'wo.inen and children, · it is inhuman, for it would
kill them', then I have to say, 'You are a murderer ·of your
own blood because, if the anti-tank ditch is not dug, German
soldiers will die, and they are the sons of German mothers.
They are our own blood. That is what I want to instil into
this SS and what I believe have .instilled into them as one
of the most sacred laws of the future. Our concern, our duty
is our people and our blood.'It is for them that we must
provide plan, work and fight, nothing else. I wish the SS
to adopt this attitude to the problem of ali foreign non
Germanic peoples, especially Russians. All else is vain,
fraud against our cvm nation and an obstacle to the early
winning of the war."
Hans Frank, the Governor General of occupied Poland addressed a
Cab:ineti session in the Government Building at Cracow on 16 December 1941
and advocated the following solution of the Jewish problem:
"Gentlemen, I must ask you to rid yourself cf all feeling of
pity. We must annihilate the Jews, wherever we find them
and vmerever it is possible, in order to maintain there the
structure of the Reich as a whole."
The same Hans Frank summarized in his diary of 1944 the Nazi policy as follows: "The Jews are a race which has to be eliminated. ·wherever

we catch one it is his end. 11 And earlier, speaking of his function as
Governor General of Poland, he confided to his diary this sentiment: ·0 of
course, I cannot eliminate all lice and Jews in only a year's ti.me."· .
~/IJhen von dem Bach-Zelewski, who testified before the International
Military Tribunal, was asked how the defendant Ohlendorf could admit the
murder of 90,000 people, he replied:
11

! am of the opinion that when, for years, for decades, the
doctrine is preached that the -Slav race is an inferior
race, and Jews not even human, then such an outcome is
inevitable. n

No one could have. defined better the ideology which prompted Nazi
Germany to embark on the program of extermination. The prophecy of Hitler, made in his speech to the German Reichstag on 30 January 1939, that
the result of war would be the annihilation of the Jewish race in Europe
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ca.me very near fulfillment-. It is estimated that, ' of the 9,600,000 Jews
who lived in Nazi dominated countries., 6,000,000 have perished in the
gas chambers of the Concentration Camps or , were murdered by the Einsatzgruppen. As the International Military Tribunal found in its judg
ment:
"Adolf Eichmann, who had been put in charge of this program
by Hitler, has estimated that the policy pursued resulted
in the killing of 6 million Jews, of vvhich 4 million were
killed in the extermination institutions.tr
The unholy trinity, the SS, the Gestapo and the

sn,

accomplished

this work with hideous and ruthless efficiency. It was Himmle:r who
boasted proudly in his speech to the highest SS leaders, in 1943,
0nly the SS was equal to the .task of exterminating the Jewish ·
people. Others taJJ{ed about it but had too many reservations ••
· ··~ To have completed such a mission is an unwritten page of
ho·n or in the history of the SS."

11

As least one of the chief advocates of the master race theory,
Hans Frank, haS' publicly regretted his advocacy:
"We have fought against Jewry, we have fought a:sainst it;for
years, and we have allowed ourselves to make utterances, and
rrw own diary has become a witness against me in this connection·- utterances which are terrible ••• cA thousand years will
pass, and this guilt of Germany will still not be ierased."
The ORGANISATION of the EINSATZffi.RUPPEN
During the last years the world has learned much about this -nstate
within the state" which was formed by the SS, Much a bout this new aristocracy of "blood and elite" need not be repeated here. The Einsa,tzgruppen were part of the

ss.

They were created at the direction of Hit-

ler and Himmler, by Heydrich the Chief of the Security Police and SD;
who was Himmler's righthand man, and ' operated under the direct control
of the RSHA, the Reich Security iviain Office, one of the most important
of the twelve main offices of the SSa
The Einsatzgruppen were formed in the Spring of 1941. The sequence
of events was as follows:
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In anticipation of the as$ault on Russia, Hitler issued an order
directing that the Security Police and the Security Service be called
in to assist the Army in breaking ~very means of resistance behind the
. fighting front. Thereafter, the Quartermaster General of the Army,
General Wagner, representing Keitel, tho Chief of the High Conunand of
I

the Wehrmacht, met Heydrich, Chi?f of the Security Police and Secu!"ity
,

Service~ These two men reached an agreement concerning the activation,
commitment, command and jurisdiction of units of the Security Police
and SD within the framework of the Army. The Einsanzgruppen were to
function in the rear operational areas in administrative subordination
to the field armies, in order to carry out these tasks as directed by
Heydrich and Himmler.
The reason viny decisions of the highest military and administ,r ative
level were necessary for the creation of such small units is shown by
the character of their assigrunent. These

11

security measures" ·were defined

according to the principles of the Security Police and the SD, the
pr~ ciples of Heydrich, the principles of unmitigated terror and murder.
The actions of the Einsatzgruppen in the conquered territories will demonstrate the purpose i;or which thqy were organized.
In the beginning four such Einsatzgruppen were formed, each of which
was attached to an Army Group. Einsatzgruppe A was attached to Army
Group North, Emhsatzgruppo B was attached to Army Group South. E1nsatzgruppe D 11\as assigned to the 11th German Army which was to be . nucleus
.for the formation of a fourth Army Group, afteb it reached the Caucasus.

The function of the Einsatzgruppon was here to insure the political security of the conquered territories both in the operational areas of
the Wehrmacht and the rear areas which were not directly under civil
administration. These two missions wore made knovm at a mass meeting
of the Einsatzgruppen personnel bofore the attack on Russia. At this meeting
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.J.)

Heydrioh, Chief of the SIPO and S,
,., and Streckenbach, Chief of the
Personnel Office of the RSHA flatly stated that the task of the tin
·s atzgruppen would be accomplished by exterminating the opposition to
National Socialism.
Nor W:irc the commanders of the Armed Forces ignorant of the task
of the Einsatzgruppen. Hitler himself, instruct$d th~n that it was the
mission of these Special W~sk Forces to exterminate all Jews and political commissars in their assigned territories. The Einsatzgruppen
wore dependent upon tho Army Commander for their billets, food and
transport: relations between Armed Forces and the Security Police and
SD were close and almost cordial, and the commanders of tho Einsatzgruppen
reported again and again that the understanding of the Army Commanders
for the task of the Einsatzgruppon made their operations considerably
easier.''
The norm.al strength of tho Einsatzgruppen was from 500 to 800 men,
The officer strength of tho Einsatzgruppen was .d~awn from the SD, SS,
Kripo and Gestapo. The enlisted forces were composed of the Waffen

sS,

the ~n,der police, the Gesta.po and locally recnuited police. ' 1\~ en occasion
demanded, the Wehrmacht Commanders would bolster the strength of the
Einsatzgruppen with contingents of their ovm. The Einsatzgruppen were
divided into E.insatzkommandos and Sonderkommandos., These sub-units diffe. red only in mam.e. Whcm a mission called for a very small task force,
.,

the Einsatz or Sonderkommando was capable of further subdivision, called
Toilkommando or splinter groups.
The activity of tho Einsatzgruppon was not limited to the civilian
population alone, but roached into prisoner-of-war ~amps in total disregard of the rules of warfare. Soldiers were screened by Einsatzko.tmnandos
personnel in order to find and kill Jews and political commissars.
Shortly before the campaign against Russia, Hitler gave an ex:planation
of tho ideological background of this fight. to tho commanders in chief
and the highest· officers of the three branches of tho Armed Forces.
39
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This war, he said ., would not be an ordinary war, but a clash of

conflicting ideologies.

Special moasures would have to be taken Rg~inst

poli tioal functionari:es a.n·d commissars of the Soviet A~my.

Poli tibal

-

activities and commissars were not to be treated as prisoners of war,
but were to 'te segregated and turned over to special detachments of th6

•

SD which were to acc<:>rrrpany the Germe,n troops.

The c~.rrying out of this

Hitler directive ~ras described by the Interm\tional Military Tribunal
in its judgment that:
u o •• ~here existed in the :prisoner-of-war c~,mps on the
Eastern Front small screening teams (Einsatz~ommandos),
headed by lower rahking members of the Secret Police ( Gestapo).
These teams were assigned to the c&-np commanders and had
the job to segregate the :9risoners of war who were candidates
for execution according to the orders that h,q,d been gi vn, and

to report them tel the office of the Secret Police. n

.

When a general expressed concern that the morale of the averA..ge
I

German soldier might suffer from the sight of these executions, the

Ohie:f' of the Office IV of the RSHA assured him cynically t~.t, in the
future, this "special trea tment" - the euphemistic exp:ression for
killing - would tF1ke pl!=i,ce outside the

cant~'.)S

so that the trot,:ps 'tcfould

not see them.
Detailed instru.ctions were put into force th~t no political funcI

tionary, commissar, higher rMk:1ng civil servant, leading -personality

bf the economical field, member of the intelligentsia or Jew might
esce.pe extermin8.tion,

These purposes were realized in :act;Lons we shall

now describe.

MR. GLAfWY:

Mr. Wal tort shall continue for the Prosecution.

TEE PRESIDENT:

Very well.

MR. i!ALT01'T:

AC~IVITIES

In M~y

P11d

OF

THE EDTSATZGRUPPEN

June 1941 the t:l,Ssembling of EinsR-tzgruppen per·s onnel

began in conformity with the a,greements between the Arm.y High Command
and the Reichs Secu.ri ty Main Office.

BR.rracks e.t Protzsch in Saxony

WA,S

At first the Border Police SchOol

designP,ted as an assembly point but
40
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because of the inadequacy of facilities, the neighboring villages of

Dueben ~..nd Schniedeberg were also designated as assembly pointsi

Since the majority of the personnel for the Einsatzgruppen came
from mili ta:ry or :police orga11izations, they already understood normal
mili~ary duties.

The course of training given the~ ~t the assembly

:points,, cCnpisted of lectures and speeches on their new and special
functions.

After this orientation the Gruppon received their e~uip~ent,

A.nc'\. were to be commi.tt ed

to

Even ts were not long delayed which

f-tction.

brought these organizations to their assigned tasks, and their missions
were thoroughly understood from the highest ral).king leader of a Gru.ppe
down to the lowest SS Nan.
011 29 June 1941, with no previ ou.s ,,r~~rning, Germ.any invaded Soviet

!hissia.

The Einsatzgrup-·".'en, alre~.dy alerted, fell in oehind the marching

colu.nu1s of the ·wenrmacht as an integ!rP.l part of the machine constructed

for swift cmd total war.

Within a space of three days the training

grounds in Saxony were empty and ~.11 Eins~tzgru.ppen hA.d entered upon

the :perforiaance of thei;r VR.rious missions.
The Tribunal ~ill rec~.11 how r~.pidly the Wehrma.cht over ran v~.st
territory in the early months of this aggression.

By December 1941

the Eastern front extended from Leningrad on the Horth to the Crimean
Peninsula in the South,.

The be,ltic Stat~s, Whi~e Ruthenia and mc'tt

of the Ukraine were in German h~nds.
moved behind the lines of combat.

In this wide land the Einsatzgruppen

They w~re deployed from north to south

in alphabeticgl order across the e~,st of Europe.
The :precise r.reas in which they did their work will bijcome e.pparent

as the proof is adduced.

A.nd it will be seen that they followed like

m?thods in executing their common

mission~

Identity of purpose and of top coE1l!l:=i.nd 1were reflected in a common pattern
of performance.

Sm!le victims were disposed of casually. Poli tic~.

functionaries 'tlrere shot whero :t'onnd.

Prisoners of WP.,r who fell in the

category of opponents of National Socb.lisn were hP.n ded by the Wehrtnficht
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to the Ein~atzgruppen and killed.

These swift methods were B,lso ~-pplied in disposing of Jews. gypsies ~.nd
persons f~.lling under thqt

VP,gue

denominP.,tion

11

undesirA.liles.

11

But

these l~,tter clFtsses of humans mB,rked for sla,ughter were lA.rge - · too
l~.rge to be dis2_: ,osed of by CRsua.l ~ssassinP,tion..

'11heir very numbers

Accordingly; we fi _n d pl~ns ?nd

dem~.nd.ed thnt they be killed en m~.sse.

methods adp a ted to this necessity.
We nust remeraber th~t the Einsatzgrup:pen were snP.11 forces of 500
to ' 800 mene

Four of these sma ll forces totqling not more than 3,000 men

killed ~-t least 1 tOOO ,000 hur~1Ftn beings in ~pproxim?,tel;y' two years' time.
These figu.ros enRble us to mPke est imP.tes which help consider?,bly in
They show that the four EinsR.tzgruppen averFl.ged

unc1erstP,nding t h is case.

sorie 1,350 r:mrders per d~.y during e, two year period; 1,350 human beings
sl~ughtered ,on the ~verage dRy, 7 days ·a week for more than 100 weeks.

Th~.t is 337 murders per ~.verRge dB,Y by each g:roUJ? of 500 to 800
during the two year period~

men

All these thous.ands of men·, women and children

killed h?.d first to be solo cted, brought together, held in restrPt.int and
tr~.ns1)orted to

Ft

pl~.ce of deatho

pqssessions, shot Rnd buried.

They he,d to be counted, stripped of

And burial did not end the job, for ttll

•f the 1:>itiful possessions t~lrnn from the cle~,d hAd to be SP.lv~.ged• crP,ted

and shipped to the Reic·h.

tr!lnsP-ctions.

Finqlly, books were kept to cover these

DetP.ils of : >,11

tliings had to be recorded ;md reported.

th8SG

Upon entry into P, given P.rc~. !:1 .nd P.ftcr est~_blishing itself for an

extermin.?. tion operF!.tion , an

EinsP.tz unit rounded up those elements of

the population mR,rked for slaughter.

orders to report ~nd by m.~nhunts.

1his wqs Rcco.r.tplishcd by special

It wa,s follo\--red by concentr~.tion of

the victims m1der gue. rd to be tr?.nsported to
at tho 9,bbP..toir i tsolf.
widely p rP,cticed!
11

:pl~ce for execution or

In 9,cconplishing roundups ~. coramon deceit we.s

those who were to die were told to r0port for

resettlement" - _hope

q,w~..it0d

?.

,1Avs

cert,A,in death.

hold out to thos e who bP.d none in f:::i.ct, e..nd who
The rtethods of cxterminRtion varied little.
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shoot i11g, -the commonest

ae!::lJ.1S

of slR.ughter, was described with ciassis

simplicity by E:ermM Grt=i.ebe, ~ Germ?.n civilian, before the International
I

Nili tary Tri-b'Un.Rl.
Ukr,:dne.

Gre,el;,e w~s in cht:i,rge of a building firm in the

M,:i,y I re~,d from his st~,tement:

11

I wa lked e.round the mound, ~,nd found myself con-fronted 'by a.
tremendous grP:ve. Peb~: le were closely wedged. together P.lld
lying on top of . each other so thR.t their heads were visible.
NcP,rly Fl,ll h_!:l,d blood running over their shoulders fron their
hcP,ds. Sor:10 cf the people shot were still moving. Some were
lifti11.g their ::l.rr:1.s ~nd turning their hM,ds to show thti,t t])ey
were still P,live. 'l'he 1)it WP,S ~lre2-dy 2/3 full, I estir:1P..t~d that
it contt1,ined abuut 1,000 -peo-ple. I looked for the f:.'lan who did
tho shooting. He wq,s an SS-m-;.n, who sat at the adge of the narrow
un.d of the pit, his feet d~ngling into the pit. He hP..d :;i, tommy
gu.n on his knee~ and WftS smoking ,:1, cigA,rotte. The people,
completely n~ked. went down some steps which were cu,t in the clay
wc=\,11 of the pit ~,nd clP.mbered over the heads of the :P eqple
lying there, . to t h e ~,;:ilP.ce to which the SS-mpn directed them. They
lay down in front of the d.eRd or injured people; some caressed
those who were still a.live and spoke to them in i=i. low voice.. Then
I hep,rd P, series of shots. I looked into the pit 3.nq. SP,w that
the bodies wore twitching or the heads lying ~lreRdy raotionless
on top of tho bodies thP,t l~y before them. Blood was :running
from their necks. I was surprised th?.t ~ w~,s not ordered away,
but I saw thB.t there were two or three postmen in uniform neHr9y.
The next bP.tch WP.s R:pproRching ·Rlready.- They went down into the
pit, lined themselves u:p ag~,inst the previous victiins roid were
shoto When I WF.l,lked back, round the mound I noticed another
truck-loc1,d of people which h~,d just rtrrived. This time it
included. sick and infirm persons. An old, very thin wome.n with
terribly thin legs i,TPvS undressed by others who were '. already naked,
while two people held her u:p. The woman apJ)eared to be paralyzed.
The n?lrnd :people c~,r:ried the womr.n around the mound. I left with
MO.ENNIKES and drove in my car back to Dubno.
On. the :morning of the next day• when I ~g~,in visited the site• !
S'1,W about 30 n~.ked peo:9le lying neF.tr the pit - about 30 to 50
meters away from it~ Sorae of ther:1 were still alive;thev looked
straight in front of them with ~, fixed stp,re ~,nd seemed to notice
nei thor the chilliness of the morning nor the workers of my
firm who stood around. A girl of P,bout 20 spoke to me P.nd ~"sked
me to give her clothes, and help her oscA.pc. At tl1A.t moment we
ho?::!,rd a fCl,st CP.,r ~.-0"9:roµ,ch ~md I not iced th!:i,t it WA.S an SS-det~il.
! __ :moved cWP.,y to my si tG. 10 mintttGs lP,ter we he~,rd shots from
the vicinity of the ,:t t. The Jews still alive hr-",d been o:tdered
to throw the corpses into th~ pit; - then they had themselves
to li G down in this · to bG shot in the neck. 11

Another form of extermination employed
g~sscs in enolosed trucks or vans.

WP,S

aspb:y.s:iation by letbal

Hero again the victims were induced
I

to inter theso de~th r.iA.chinos by tho promise that they 'lkrould be transported
to other
WA.S

~, rOFi,S

for re.-.settlement.

filled with deRdl~r fumes.

As the van left the laading Ftrea it

A few minutes !,?,,tor~ when the van reA.chod
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the dis:po se.l :point, the corpses were unlo~,ded in to prepP,red exc~.va tions
which becPJnc unme,rked mA.ss graves.

These, then, were the usua,l methods

u.sed by the Einsatzgruppen.

now briefly detail sdme of their

May I

activities.
Einsatzgruppc A mRde a coE!)rehensiyc report in October 1941 describ,.
ing wllP.t it b?..d beon doing.
killed.

l

The report g2,1te the tot a l of 121,817 persons

T~e Cou~anding Officer stRted:

11

To our surprise it was not eA,sy at first to set in motion
an extensive p(!)'grom against the Jews. Klimatis, the leader
c,f the IJP,rti~gn unit, mentioned .!:l..bove, who w~,s used for this
purpose prim~rily, succeeded in st~rting pogroms on the b~sis
of P.dvice gi von to hiu b v P. sm!:>11 ~.dvroicod detP.chment q.cting in
Kowno end in such a WFt;f th'"'.t no Gernan order or German instigation
WP,S nmticcd fron the outside,
During the first pogrom in the
night from 25 to 26 July, the 'Lith'uRnian ~~rtisans did away with
mor e the,n 1,500 Jews, se-t fire to sGverP.f s;ynagogues or destroyed
them by other me a ns ~nd burned clown ~ Jewish dwelling district
consisting of ~bout 60 houses$ During the following nights,
P.pproximP,tely 2,300 Jews were made h,.qrm., less in a similar way."
Sonderkor!'.lm~mdo l?,, \lrhich w~.s under the ~mmand of t.hc Def cnd~-mt
Sandberg er, arrested all male Jews over 16 in its area and with the

exception of doctor'S and the Cou11s ·e1 of Elders, they were ~11 executed.

The defend9.nt StrRuch commanded Einsahkommando 2.
they bege;1 operBtions, they reported

P,

Six montr.tS after

tot~.1 of 3:3, 970 executions.

The

Comnissioner GanerRl of White Ruthenia hqd the following to ~a~:
''During detailed consultHt ions with the SS]rig?.defuehrer Zenner
r;mcl the extremely C8pable Chief of the SD, SS Obersturmbannfuehrer
Dr. Juris StrPJ.1.ch, we found that we had liCrnidated P,pproximately
55,000 J G'WS in White Ru thenia during the lFi,s t 10 weeks. In the
Minsk-Land aroa the JGwry wa.s cor~~etely axtermine.ted, without
endangering the ~.llocation of labor in any way., 11
Tho ~cfondafilt ·Jost was in command of Einsatzgru:ppe

A on 27 H~,rch

1942 whei1 they reported that 15,000 Jews were shot in Tschwerwen.

The

report pointed out that these P,cts crea,ted ~. feeling of insecurity and
even anxiety in the po:pul?.tion of White Ruthenfa Emd that it
to estirnP.te tho cm.1.seq_uences of such measures.

W!\S

i~ossibla

At P,nother time while

this EinsP.tzgru;_ope w~s under Jost 1 s cor.1n~d, it reported thP.t it hqd
executea. 1,272 persons including those too aged ~d infirm to work 9l1d

poli tic,q,l loP.ders. · The report P..dds th~.t 14 of this nur1ber of more than
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1,000 persons sl~.ughtered wo±-e either guilty

bf

nisdeeds or were crimin~.1Si

~he proof will show, we coli eve, thP.t this proportion of only 2%

of the victins shot for crime is not unusur:w.a
EINSATZGRUPPE :S

Tho

Def~:mdant Hu~ma:rm cm:uni=mded Eins~=ttzgruppe B.

In Minsk this.

EinsPvtzgruppc b?..d rounded up ;-i,11 mako inM,bi tan ts qnd put them in a
civilian prison CPJ:1:p.,.

::Sy c~,roful screening, w;i th the hel!) .of the Secret

Field Polico, it was ~.ble to 1it1uid:1.to over a thQusand Jews.

In.

Lithuania,~ local comm~ndo of this Gruppe reportod that 500 Jews were
being li~uidated daily.
million roubles in c~,sh

The rGport qlso stated that nearly half a
11

which belonged to Jews who were subject to

~pecial trcatnent were aypropriated as belonging to the enemies of the
Reich Rnd -eonfisc?.ted., 11

:Sy the middle of Hovember 1941 9 Einsatzgruppe

:B could re-,Jort e. tot~l of 45, ~67 executions.. These executions were
, broken down ~as follows:
St?.ff Pnd Vorkomrrv:mdo Hoscow
Sonderkornrrando 7A
S0nderkor~m1ando 7:S
EinsatzkommRndo 8
Einsqtzko:rimando 9

2,457
1,517

1,822
28,290
11,452

In reporting further executions in the civiliP.n prisoners c~.n~s in Minsk,
Eins::,,tzgru1Jpe B stg,ted th::,,t ~..nether 733 civilian prisoners were li\uid.atecli.
The comment n~.do concerning fu.hese executions is:
11 All the pGrsons execuired *ere f:),bsolutely inferior eler.1ents with ,
::i.

:predominP.to mixture of Asiatic blood.

No responsi b~lity could be

assumed if they wero left in the occll:-pied zone. 11
The defond"'·.nt BlUE1e w~,s chief

:B.

In

iSf

Sonderkommando 7A in Einsatzgruppe

one of his ~ffidavits he says~

n I c~.rried out one execution in the course of my duty._
I ronenber one occ.o.sion on which between 70 !"l.nd· 80 people
~ere executed in Witcbsk .o,nd on r.>,11.other occ.o.sion on which a
similP.r number were executed in Minsk •••• in both oCCP.Sions a
kind of trench w~.s dug, the persons destined to die were placed
in front of it Pnd shot with CP.rbineso About 10 people were
shot sinultaneously by Pn execution force of 30 to 40 men.
There was no doctor ]~resent ~.t the execution but the le~.der of tho
execution force who W!?.S responsible nr.de sure th~.t the people were
deacl. Coups de g,;-~.co were not necessP.ry. 0
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Eugen Steimle t the def cmd?,n t • crunmrmded Sonderkorrum=tndo '?A.

In

One Of his P,ffidaVitS he tells US th~.t he h~,d been ,reprimP,nded fO'.r llOt

shooting women ~nd children in his m~.ss executions.
indicate th?,t the reprin~ntt

wP._S

His t'eports will

not without effect.

The Defend~t Adolf Ott comm!:!.nded ::mother unit in Einsatzgruppe B
9,nd he tolls us:
11

,Du.r ing the t h1e I W!:'1,S Komn~.ndo Het"l.d of the Kor.mando 7B •
~.bout 80 to lGO executions were c:..rried out by this Konm~.ndoe
I ror.ien bo'.r' one execution which took pl~.cG in tho Vicinity of
BryP,nsk. The people tto be executed were hqnded over to my
unit by the loc~l Comn1P.ndti.ntQ The corpses were tempor.ci.rily
buried in the snow ~.nd lFtter buried by the P.rmyo The v~,lu!:tbles
which were collected fro n the-se people were sent to Einsatzg'.t'Uppe

:a.

Other unit~ of ~ins!'.l,tzgruppe :S he~.ded by the Defendants Klingelhoefer
Md Six. did not VP-,ry from this stFJ.nd8,rd p P.ttern.

EINSATZGRUPPE C
Einsa tzgruppe C, did not fA.il to report the success 'o f its work.

Under the significant heading, ''Executive 11.ctivities 1·1 , this group reported
in the first days of November.
"As to purely executive filEi,tters, ~,pproxinately 80,000 persons
were liquidated until now b~r the Kommando s of the Einsa tzgruppe ••••••
Se~eral rGtaliA.tory moasures were c~.rried out as large sc~.le Rctions.
The lP,rgest, of these P.ctions took ;J lace immediately .!=>,fter the
occupR.tion of Kiew; it was carried· out exclusively against Jews
with their entire families.
The difficulties rasul ting fron such a large s cR.le ~ct ion - in
:p:=nticulnr concerning the seizure - were overcome in Kiew b v
reciues ting the Jewish populP.tion through wall-posters to nove.
Although only ~. p~rticipa tion of ~.:pproxim:::i.toly 5""' 6,000 Jews had
been expected P..t first, nore tha n 30,000 Jews c1,rrived who until
t he very Bonent of their execution still believed in their resettlement• thanks to qn extremely clever organization-

E

Even though appro ~ mately 75,000 Jews have been liquidated in this
mA.nner, it is Ftlready at this time evident, thRt this cannot be
a possibl0 solution of the Jewish problem. Although we suceeedod,
in particular in smaller towns Pnd ?J.so in villages in ~ccomplishing
a completo liquidation of the J _e wish problem, agRin r:i.nd ~gRin it
is however observed in l a rger cities th!':l,t ~.fter such ~.n execution
all Jews h~,ve indeed dis e,ppeFtred. But when Pt.fter a certain periof
of tin e a KoDE1Rndo returns c-.gF;,in, tho nun 1::er of J cws still found
. in the city always considerably sur-passes the nunber of the
cxecu t ed J cws c. 11

The killing of 33,.000 J ewi~h inhc1.bi tan ts of Kiev in only two de.ys stends
out . evon ar:1011g the gh~stly records of tho Eins[-l,tzgrupc; en.
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Defendant J3LOJ3EL, who with his ~it under the command of the Defendant
\ J

RAS CH, ri.ccomJ?lished this 11assgcre which nearly defies human im~,gin~.tion~
Einsatzgruppe

O received high

praise for its activities from the

Comr:1c1.nder of tho 6th Army H-igh Com.r:1and, Generalf eldaarshhall von
llICBElUU.

This ruthless, mass killing sh0ned son e of the German witnesse~,

and thG Einsatzgru:ppe had to report that rrunfortun?,tely it often occurred

th!=\.t the Einsctt zkormandos b?,d to suffer no;rc or loss hidden repro~.chcs

for their consequent stand on the Jewish problem."
But tho Jews were by no means the only pr1,rt of 'the popuhttion

which 'l'A1dtS HP,rked for e:i:ternin,!:l,tion.
victims,

The;:7 wero only the nost helpless

Therefore, EinsA,tzgru:ppe C stressed the point o:f' the politiet=iJ.

sources of drmgor bv reporting:
11

Evon if

R.11

i mmediate hundred percent exclusion of the Jewry

were po~sible, this would not remove the politicRl source of
dangor .
The :Bolshevistic work do-ponds on Jews, RussiRns,
Georgi3.ns, Armenians, Poles, Lartians, Ukrainians; the
Bolshevistic nachine is by n.o means identical with the Jewish
populntiono Ih this situa tion, the goRl of P, politic~,l police
security would be missed, if the main task of the .destruction
of the communistic mR-chine werG put M,ck into second or third
place in f a vor of the practic~lly easier t~sk of the exclusion
of the J GWS ~ ti

Eins~tzkommendo 5 w~,s commanded 'by the Dofendent SCHULZ.

Onl;y hal;f'

a year after this Einsatzkormnan.do hnd begun its P,ctivitics .• it was able
to report a tatal of 15,00G executions.

dation of in~Pnc Jews :represented

Ft

It was reported that the liqui-

p!:'l,rticulP,rly heRVY mental burden

for the members of Schulz's Einsatzkomnana.o, who were in charge of tlhis
ope:vation.

Nor werG the non-Jewish fnill'\tes of insane ~sylur1s spared.

· Eins~,tzkornmando 6 killed 800 of them in one as ylum alone.

The commander

of this unit, at a later tb.e, w~s the Defendant ]!BERSTEIN.

Before he

bec~ri.e' leader of Elnsatzkor:1nando 6, he was a Protestant Minister - and
under his aegis two to three thousand helpless people were murdered, and

he hiBself supervised executions which were c~rricd out by his unit by
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EINSATZGRUPPE D
The Headquarters Staff of Einsatzgruppe Dis in tha dock.

The

Commander was the Defendant Ohlendorf and his Deputy was the Defendant
SchubertQ

A sub-unit of Ohlendorf's command, Einsatzkommando 12, w~s

commanded by the Defendant Nosske.

A third unit of Einsatzgruppe D,

Sonderlrnmmando 10/B, was led by one Persterer who is now deceased .

Pers-

terer' s Deputy was the Defendant Ruehl.
During the first nine months of Ohlendorf's yedr in command of
Einsatzgruppe D, this for~e destroyed more than90,00 hwnan beings .

These

thousands., killed at an average rate of 340 per day, were variously
denominated Jews, gypsies., asiatics, and "undesirablesn,

Between 16

November and 15 December 1941, this Einsatzgruppe killed an average of
700 human beings per day for ~he whole thirty day period.
of the labors of Einsatzgruppe

The intensity

Dis sugJ ested by an April 1942 report

upon its work in the Crimea, w11ich states:
"The Crimea is freed of J e1NS.

Only occa sionally some small groups

are turning up; especially in the .northern areas.

In cases where single

Jews could camouflage themselves by means of forged papers, etc. they
will, nevertheless, be recognized sooner or later, as experience has
thught,. '.t

In ordering these massacres Ohlendorf and his men were not

without scruples .
nrt was, 11 he said,

11

my wish that these executions be carried out

in a manner and f a shion which was military and suitably -humane under
the circumstances.

For this reason I personally inspected a number of

executions, for exampl e , executions which were carried out by Ko1IUI1ando
llB under the direction of Dr. Werner Braune, executions by Kommando 11A
under Sturmbannfuehrer ZAPP in Nikolajew, and a smaller execution by
Kommando lOB under the l eadership of Alois PERSTERER in Ananjew,

For

technical reasons ( e.g. because of road conditions) it was not possible
to inspect al]. mass executions-.

Insofar as I was prevent ed from Inspect-

ions for personal r easons., I ordered membars ·of my ,s taff to represent
me at these.

I remember that SCHUK~T insp0cted an execution which was
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carried out by Kommando llB under BRAUNE's direction inDecember 1941
in Simferopol.

The only people whom I generally assigned to inspect-

ions were, ex cept for

SCHU:S::::RT, -.villi SSIBSRT and Hans GABEL."

The execution at Simferopol which Ohlendorf mentions
to Be'rlin as.,

11

was repor_ted

vcry difficult 11 bec cluse t1r eports about actions against

Jews gradually filt ered through from fleeing Jews,Russians, and also
from unguarded t alks of German soldiers . "

But these difficulties

apparently increased the determination of Einsa tzgruppe D. ·On lB February it reported to Berlin: 1
I

11

By the end of February the combing...throughof the occupied 9r:Lrnea.

will havG beenfinished.

Cert ain import ant ar eas in towns in particular

are being r eguh .rly rechecked .

The search for isolat ed Jews who have

up to now avoided being shot by hiding themselves or by giving false
personnel data, wa s cont i nued.

From 9 J anuary to 15 February more than

300 Jews were apprehended in Simfer opol and executed.

By this the

nwnber of persons execut ed in Simfcropol incr ea sed to a lmost 10,00 Jews,
about 300 mo r e than the number of Jews registered.

In the other Kommando

areas as well., 100-200 J ews were still disposed of in ench instance. 11
The Internationa l Military Tribun::1.l reached the conclusion from the
evidenc e thGn befor e it th i t :
11 Einsatzgru J Jen
11

of the Se curity :Polic e and SD

opera.ting behind the

lines of the\ E~stern Front engaged in the whole sale massacre of Jews ••••
Conunissars, Jews , members of the intelligentsia, f anatical communists
and even those who were considered incurably sick were classified as
tintolerable ' , and exterminated ••• " •• These units were also involved in
the widespread murder and ill-treatment of tho civilian population of
occupied territorie s.

Under the gui.se of comb.::'. tting partisan units., units

of the SS exter minated J ews and people deemed politically undesirable by
the SS, and their reports rocord the execution of enormous nwnbers of
persons . "
The brief det ails I have r ecounted indic~te the ch~r 3ctor of the proof to
come,.

It is for such crimes as these that we invoke the jurisdiction of
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this court.
If it plea s e Your Honors,

Mr. Fe rencz wil conclude the opening state-

ment.
Jurisdiction of th0 Court
Interna tiona l a greements adopted by twenty-three n a tions and Control
Council Law No. 10, a quadripa rtite enactment made pursuant to the:se
agreements, a uthorize the cre ~tion of this court.

These Military Tri-

bunals, e sta blishe d by the United St a tes a s agencies to a dminister
(

L2w 10, a re in essence a nd in fact Internationa l Com~ts.
The murders in this c a se vvere committed in p articular cities and
towns, but the rights the defendants viola t e d belong to all men
everywhere.

Thes e rig hts may be vindic a ted by any nation, alone or in

concerti with othe rs.

The n2. tiona lity of the victim ;md the time and

pla ce of crime do not impugn this jurisdiction.
in opinions of the

·o :~ rmanent

1,7e find this law both

Court of In t ern-::i. tiona l Justice and the

practice of sta t e s ih milit~lry

off ens es • 1 The permo.nent court h.;1.s held

that st ates have legal power to determine any criminal ma tte r as long
as such legal a ction is not prohibited by int ~rn.:1~ionn.l law. 2

Where

conduct men,-: '. ces the univ0rs.:1 l socL1l ord0r, ther0 c.:in be and h.2s been
· no prohibition on the ri::;ht of courts to .:1.ct.

No l o.w h c1 s ev2r pro-

hibitod the trial by any court of crDne s such as we shall here disclose.
Piracy and briga ndage wero the forerunners of modern interna tional
crimes.

Inte rnJ. tiona l jurisprudence soon :?;ave St.2 tes the rig ht to punish

these viol?.tors r eg a rdless of the victim's n2.tionality or the loc ation
of tho crime.

This a pplied in time of w~.r or peace.

It has long been

accepted that a b e lligerent mny pu11ish' memb0rs of enemy forces in its

1.

Cowles, Unive rs a lity of Jurisdiction of Wa r Crimes.
Alif. Law Rev~ June

2.

1945

SS Letus (Fr a nc e vs Turkey) Judgm0nt No. 9, Series A,
No. 10. Cited in Cowle s,. op. cit. pp 178-180
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custody who have violated the laws and customs of war.l The juri'Sdiction exercised by military courts trying offenses against the laws of

war has never boGn tGrritorial,

Sir Hartley .Shawcross, the British

prosecutor at the Int0rnational TriQl, pointed out th~t:
UThe right of humanitarian intervention on behalf of the rights . of
man trampled upon by a State in a manner shocking the sense of mankind
has long ·been considered to form part of the law of nations".2
German law professors too declared this in their ·w ritings) The jurisdict-

•

ional power of every State extends t~ the punishment of offenses against

the law of n,1.tions

Uby

whomsoev0r and wheresoever conunitted 11 • ~

It is, therefore,, wholly fitting for this Court to hE3ar these c_h arges
\
of intornation~l crimes and to adjudge them in the n3.llle of civilization.
THE NATURE OF ?:HE CHARGES

The chnrges we hnve brought accuse the defendants of having
committed Cr:unes against Hum~nity,

The same acts we have declared unde~

Count I as Crimos against Humanity are alleged under Count II as i~ar
Crimes•

The s3.file acts are, therefore, ch~rgcd as separ~te and distinct
I

offenses.

In this there is no novelty. An assault punishable in itsel!

may be part of tho gravor offense of robb0ry, ~nd it is proper pleading to
charge both of the crime,

So horv the kiliin~ of defenseless civilians

during a war may be a war crime, but the same killings are part of another

cr~e, a graver one if you will, genocide - or - a Crime against Humanity,
This is the distinction we make in our pleading.
significant.

It is real and most

To avoid at the outset any possible misconception, let us

point out tho differences between the two offenses.

1,

Ibid p, 206

2,

Transcript p. 813

J.

Bluntschi, "Das Moderne Volkerrecht der Civilisierten S.tna.tcn"

4.

Wheaton, cited in Cowles, op cit. supra p, 191
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v'f ar Crime s are acts a nd om..iss:ions in viohtion of the laws and
customs of wc:>. r.

By their very nc'.J.turo they c an offect only nationals

of a belligerent and ca.nnot be committed in timG of poace..
ago.inst Hwn2..n.i ty is not so delimited.

The Crime

It is fund,3 .m.entally different

from the more WJ.t' crime in thdt it mi1br~'-ces systom:1 tic viob.tions of
fundament.J.l hunnn rights corn1rtl.tted :..t J.ny time .:-1gainst the ncitiona ls
of any nci.tion.

They ffi.B.y occur during pcw.ce or in wa r.

The animus or

criminal intent is directed against the right.s of all men, not mer~ly
tho right of persons within a war zonG.

At a recent conference for the

unificntion of penal l aw, the definition of crimes against humanity
was a loading topic.

Thero it w~s the Counselor of the Vatican who said:

"The essential and ina lienable rights of man ca nnot vary in time
and space.

They cannot be interpre ted and limited by the social conscience

of c people or a p2.rticulJ.r epoch for they are essentially immutable
2nd eternal. Any injury •••• done with the intentiyn of extorminatio.n,
mutib.tion, or enslavement., against the life, .freedom of opinion.,. the
moral or physical integrity of the f nmily ••••• or the dignity of the
human boing, by rea son of his opinion., his race, caste., .f amily or
profession, is a cr~o against hwnnnity • 11 l
One series of events, if they ha ppen to occur during the time
hostilities, m:1 y viol.-:.t o b 2sic ri_.:;hts of .mJ.n
trJ.nsgrcss the rul0s of w.:;.rf:1ro,
offenses hera ch,1rged.

of

and simultaneously

Th.: 1. t is the intrinsic m.ture of the

1'0 ce.11 them w.:. ._ r crimes only is to · :i;gnorc their

inspirc1. tion :md their true character.
Control Council Law No. 10 clearly lists w:1r crime-s .:i.s offenses
constituting violations of the laws and cu s toms of vva r, and Crimes
a gainst Humanity a s a distinct off0nse unre l a ted tow 1r11

2

The London

Charter restrict 0d the jurisdiction

1.

Report of the VIIIth Conference for the Unific i tion of Penal

Law, 11 July 1947.
2.

Art.

II, l(b) 3nd (c)
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of the Int3rn0.tioff1l Militnry Tribun:11 to Crimes ~ga inst Humanity
cconnocte d ,Nith Crir110s 1gJ.inst Peace or ·,far Crimes • 1

This r e striction

do e s not a ppe.::cr in the Control Council 0nJ.ctment, which recogniz 0s
that Crimes against Huma nity o.re in int0rnation:1l l aw, complet ely
independent of either Crimes a.go.inst Peace or ·.vo. r Qrimes.
t"his independenc e would m~1k e the ch3.nge devoid of moaning.

To deny
2

In this ca se the crimes occurrGd while G,ermnny wa s a t war.
is a coincidence of time.

This

The pl:: ms for persecution and a nnihilation

were rooted deop in Nazi ideology ~nd would have been effected even
had their agrcssions f a iled to crup in open conflict.

This was shown

by their 3ctions in Ge rmany itself, in Austria and in Czechoslovakia.

1..

Ch 1rt or of the IMT, Art. 6(c)

2.

The opening sto.t ement by the Prose cution in Co. se No . 5~ U•S.
v. Flick et

~1,

pp.

56-73,

cont ains 3 det a iled exposition · of

the distinction b 0t wa en Via r Crime s '::.rtd Crimes ngc1 inst Hwno.nity.
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Count One of our IndictmGnt enumerates the Crimes against Hwnanity
which we ha ve charged.

It a ccuses these dofend,:mts of 3.trocities and

offGnses, includ_i..ng pGrsecutions on political, racial and roligious
grounds, murdor, extermination, imprisorunent and other inhuma ne acts.
Each of these is recogniz e d ~1. s a crime by Law )>Jo. 10.

Tha t murder and

extermin?ction viol:1tcd tho crimin2l l ~ws of all civilized n J.tions even
the defenda nts will not b0 h\;; J.rd to deny.
Ca n it be sa id tha t int erna tional conventions and the law of n a tions
gave no wa rning to the se ,3.ccuse d tha t their atta cks J.ga inst etlmic,
nation2l, religious and politic ::1.l groups infringed the rights of
manking?

V!e do not refer to loc ~lized outbursts of hc.tr ed nor petty

discrimina tions which unfortun::.tely occur in the most civilized of
sta tes.

When p0rsecutions .reach the s~ .3.le of . ns.tionwide c3.m.paigns

designed to m~ko life intolc r .:lble for, or to cxtermin:1te 1 .3.rge groups
of people, l aw do.re not r omain silent.
if we would J.ffoct the crime..
is to invito its r opetitiono

We must condemn the motiv0

To condemn nn evil ::md ignore its cause
Tho Control Council simply re-~sserted

existing law when n:.11nipg porsecutions a s .:1n int0rna tional off0nse.
In dea lings botwcon n :.1tions those principles we re well known and
Gormnny itself ha d be.e n -thoir cho.mpion.

In the Borlin Tre.q ty of 1878,

Germa ny declared that r eligious differences could not b0 used to exclude
n. pe rson from his civil or politic :il ri3hts.

Following the first Vvorld

~.'J.J.r, in tho G,-:;;rmJ.n-Polish Conv.:mtion of 1922., G0rmany obt J. inod tho
lcg o. l _pr ot 0ction for h ,.;r ethnic minoriti0s throughout Pohnd.

The

I

German Gove rnment bound itself undo:r Gorma n Law to guQr a nt0e tho
\

(

complete protection of tho life ahd lib0rties of a ll inhabita nts,
without discrimination n s to the ir birth, m.tion,:,.lity, l nnguago , race
Qr r0ligion. 1

G0rmnny G.gr oed tho.t these were obliga tions of inte r-

natiorn1l

1.

Reichsges etzbhtt, P w t II., 1922"' No. 10, da ted 15 M3.y 1922, Art.

66, . 67, 68, 71.
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concern1 and. \v e n~ b u :;ic lav: s which could riot be su_perseded.
1

by any of f icial,

order, or any otL~r law . 2

In

t h e P ermanent

Court of Intc:rnational ·Justice Ger-a any obtai nr:: d r8CO§:;.nition
of an g uar b n tees b y International La\. of' her .@in ority ri sh ts
in ~· oland .. 3

Ina.eed, it YJas un 6- E-r t lJ.e r; u1..s e of v rotecting

t h e r·i t:ih ts of .L'.li n or·iti 0 s t b.&t t he 1Jaz is .Lnvaded Cz s. ch oslovakia
Jo ..:nindful of t .i..i.e lr ov.11 r .L L,ht s; no call o us . of t hs rich ts

o1 ot.L.1::,r s .

a s c r .1n1c: s •

Count TvJ L' of our- I nd.ictJ.1h.:; il t acc L~Sbd t Lt0s0 C:. e f .:.rnci a n ts of
viol 2,tio n s of t ll 3 lav,: s anc1 custor;.1s of 1.mr.

1I1Le acts part-

1culariz8d Ln Co ur t One, in ad d ition to constit u ting Cri~e s
a ~B...L t1.st I:: wnani ty e.lso violat cc1 r L:.l c s fo r

t h8 conC.uct of

hostiliti dS and ar0 t he refor ~ c h argsd as a ~istinct offsns~.
TLe ~;insatz t:r-U.)_.h:;;n Oi) c:: rat bL_ in Gcc u_p i 00. c,Juntri us.

The stan dards of cont uct for an ooc upy inb ~ ow0r w8re

international a grb J~onts to prot 0ct family h onor and ri ~hts,
to X- ;.;8 )0Ct th b p ur s on

a nd _;)ro:pert :, of non-CO.i.D.Data11t s as

1.

I b ld - Art. 72

2.

I b i t - CL2p . I i .

J.

O_p 1 .u .101:1 :·.J·o. 6 u1d 7. 1._) 0ril1t..rwn t Court uf I nter·national
Just ~ce - ~ei ~8S A, d o, 6, p . 4~41, dat Gd ~5 August 1925;
;Je ri e s ..\, h·o. 7 l). 4-107...,.
dated 2 5 n e. y 192 q •
-. i .~ · ,
:-ti'('-.,5 ~,~.
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(Frank)

prisone rs-of-vvar

id 0l' E::

casual l,y Sb l e ct a d for 0x ter,.a.ina tion,

and it will also show v1hol usale 11lund er . and. d e struction

devoid of all milit&r y nec~s s 1ty~

All of th e se acts are

vJar crimes as reco gnized in Lav: 1.'Jo. 10.

Th8 Judt)l1e.nt of t .:::i.0 Intorna tional l.iili t&r·y rri bunal
1

d e clar8d t l:i.a t thv ;J S, th8 Ge stapo, a nd

organizatioris.

t ~.L0

3D

-v·J cJ I·;.;

er i.h1inal

In r~ac~1Lg t h 8ir d 0 cisluns the Court made

The sd act.1vit.i. 6 S c0Etr1 ·o u t0 ~ l &l"'e;,Gl y t .o tl.i.0 'Tribunal's

su)ports conviction und~r Count fhr 0 e of our Indict~0nt~
I'll2:r0 \Jill b s littl e d o ubt that e acL on e lm ev11 the criminal

1

natur e of t h 0 be.nc~ hG join0 d. .

If t t.0 lmJ conc~6.mns any .man

for thes ~ 9articipations non b can b 8ar c r ~at 0r guilt than

the defendants in this casd.

._.:65
.. ......
~1
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Th~O£Y_Of In1i~idu~l_ReS£O£Sibllitz
We hav8 bri efly outlin6d ·why this cas e is bting tri e d 1
how the Einsat~grupp bn we r e orgenized a nd th8ir id e ological
Wo havd su 6 g ds t e d t.ha t th 0

f ounda ti on in Nazi Ger1n.9:.ny ~

c l1 i t) f significanc e of this cas e lies J.n the protE:Jction by
law of' fundame ntal hwaan r·i 0 hts and vv e hav e described how

t llos v rights were syst cma tic ally viola t Gd.

\le also seek

here to hold a handful of men r e sponsibls for cr ifues thGy
alone could not possibly bav (.; oo.l'.l1fili tt t:: d.

~ihat ar-0 th8

standards by which vvc; t e st their guilt?
Many of the d ef ~ndants or ~0r ~6 &nd participatbd in
t lrn mass exe cutions 2oruui ttc:6. by t he ir uni ts.

In those

cas8s the y ar e cl early r ~s ponsibl e unddr standar~s known and
acc~pt0d by all,

In othdr cas ~s it may not bc: s t. mm that

the se defendants s pe cifically prder ud or dir e ctly participated

in the crime s of their Kommandos.

Here guilt is just as

great.

:Every man in th e dock had full knowledge of the purpose
of' h is or g8- nization.

\Ta

can.not b 0lieV 6 that any .m8mb8r of

a group en gag dd 1.n murd ers bJ th e t.hou$e.nds could fail to
know its criminal intent.

We c.. o not und 8rtak 8 the burden

of s howing any defende nt's for ekno~ lbdge of the precise

contouI·s .of t he cr·im.e coa ni tt8 d .

1Jo \d ier-e on e a.rth does

tl1e lavv im_po~ e such a burden.

Each def8 ~dant h0ld a pos l tion of responsibility or
co1run&nd in an e x t (;j rmina tion- unit.

~Y virtu1;; of his post

he had the . power to ord e r exe cutions,

that t h es e grave d ~a( s

,10 r8

It is not conc~ivable

independent acts of misguided

subordinat 0s .. I1.t1cy- vrn l ' 8 boun~ b y lavv, if not by conscience,
1

to refrain from such activity.
a s well a.s all IJ.e n know it•

Th at t hey kndw, no doubt,

rrhey

.

.....57
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vJill not her·e d eny their lcnml/lGd t:;e of the Lord's CoimJJ.and.ment 1
1-t S military oor;rn.1an( .;:; rs thes ~; 11u i VJGre bow1d by laws

·wall 1:.:nm .- 11 to all 1,ho -w ear th<:;; soldier's uniform.·
1ivi..Llch

i rJ.lJ OS 6

on him

1, ..

La\vS

l'l o_ tak es co.illiuanc.· tl: e dut ;y· to provei1t,

la.-vrn , · declar·ator y of co1.11:i10n .:::.iora.l.1ty r 0st li t_;htl::r on the

olc~ .;.11vi1,

of

a r1.<i cLild.r·0n shall b b prot0ct c d. as far as

\ vO.C:J .Gn

.... nnoc :::;nts,

pr ot Gction.

t t1.at a 11 "t~i~e clcf GrHi ants fl&[) .a.1.·~tl y violatl.; d .

'f ~.:. .is \,&s 0_0clar cc~ b y t llu. 0uprv11w Court of th8

','fe s l:i.all s~ .. o·..,1 in th:i..s ca se t ~.i.a t

t hG rank ~~nd position

of t Lc;S 1:; c1 e f 0ndc·. n"ts carri oc~ vn t l.i. it tl.1. d y OiN8r and duty to

control t L0i.r sub ore: inat 0s.

of criDk

ir l1is gmJar,

dur l r g t hd lr tim.0 of co,.,us nc~

coupl ed vvi th the

Ll_)03 es

cl0ar cri.:.ninal

r e sponstbility.

t h at soille wor d of dXplanation le l0 S i n as 1f to salv 0 the

2,

Judt..,Btrn t

of leiilit a r y ;r ri bunal, Casd No. 1, P~ 70.
!~
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Such lea~ tokens cannot exculpate these wrongs.

~he Euthroiasia

doctrine k i. sed on a Hitle r order scorning pre---•existing law spurred
the arElihilation program.
euthana sia

Mili ta.ry Tribunal I, in discussing

laws stated:

1

fThe F arhily of If e ti ons is not o bligat eel to give recognition to

such legislation when it manifestly gives legality to plain murder
and torture of defenseless

and powerless human beings of other

1
nations."
Murder ca-:-i.:i.1ot oe disguised as mercy.
Law Ho. 10 specifically declares that certain acts are Crimes

against Humanity "whether or not in violation of the internal law
of the cow1.try where perpetrated." The defend.ants here can seek no
refuge i:i1 the Law.
The fact t :1E,t any person acted on the order of his government or
1

of a su:-yerior does not free him from res~onsibility for crime.
It may be considered in mitigation.

This is the law we follow

here, a110_ is no \ innovation to the men we charge.

Even the German

Military Code ~1rovides that:
11 If

the execution of a miilii tary order in the course of a_uty

violates t h e

criminal law. then the ~uperior officer giving the

order will be c1.r tl: e sole res~ponsibili ty therefore.

However, the

obeying suborc:ti::.1a tes will share the punishment of the participant:

(1)

If he has exceeded the order g iven to him or

(2)

It was witpin his knowledge that the order of

his superior officer concerned an act by which it was intended to
2
commit a civil or military crime or transgression 0 tt

l.
2.

Mili ta17 Triounal 1, Case No. 1, p. 50.
Reichs 6 esetzblatt 1926, No. 37, p. 27g, Article
Jackson Opening).
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WA.S it aot Ni thin the knowledge of the accused

of helJ?less j?eO\Jle

const:i. tued crime?

dee eye ct tha t r e2,sonable men could

tha.t the mass mu:rdet

Horal teach ings have not so

think these Wl"Ongs were :right.

The Jua.e;;ment of the International -Military Tri buna.l declares that
2 million J eus were murdered by the Einsatzgru.,1?Pen anc,1 other uni ts

1
of the Security Felice.

The defendants it1 the dock were the cruel

executioners 1 vrl~o se terror wrote the blackest page in human history.
Dea th was their tool and life their toy.

I:f these men be irnrinme, .then

law has lost its meaning and man mt ~~t live in fear.
This co~1cludes the opening statement for the Prosecution., Your Honor.
The Tribunal wi 11 now

TH.ill P?JJSID:Ef.:.":'r :

be ;in recess and reco:nvene

11:20 for the putpose of hearing the proof to be presented by

at

the Prosec1..1-tion.

We will repeat ~hat we said on arraignment day:

That the Defense

must be prepared to proceed immediately upon the terminatio~ of the
presentation of proof by the Pro~eoution.

1-iy;roame is Aschenauer, Defense Counsel for the

DR. ASG1fPTl':A1B?.:.

Defendant Ohlena.crf.

May I state on behalf of Defense Counsel, something which I have
alr~ady hctnd_ea. to the Tri bup.al on the 26th of September, 1947.
al Defense Counsel in Case

9

Sever-

have a.lreaa_y informed the Tri buna1 that

the assum~ti6n on the part of the Tribunal, that the Defense compared
to that ·working in other trials was better supplied with detail and

that therefore no break ~as necessary, does not correspond t~ the fact~.

rNhat is correct

is

that the Proseeution ~ent a letter to the Defense

in which they ste.ted that Prosecution material was available in Room

119, but unfortunetely it transpired that nothing was available in
that room.

It was

stated in this letter that Room

+19

had been mixed

up with 219, but even a ·qaarch for material in Room 219 wasn 1 t
_.,_

1.

______

. -------------------------

Official Text p. 292~
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,

particu.lo,rly successful, since that room was locked ,
even after the first

day.

Apart

ffom that ~

fifteeh bf the thirty volumes which had

been macl..e a vailable had been collec t ed a gain by the Prosecution, a.nd

finally it isutt fair to c-ompel the Defense to go through thirty
volumes in order to find some evidencem

conditio :i1.

ir

Finally, it is an impossible

a ore than twenty Defense Counsel can look at documen\s

e.t the r 2,te of only one copy at a ti.me ~ c3.e eling with various parts
of the

evi cl.ence.

Even the f c1.ot thcit in one r0om cf t. r .e :C, 13fense Center several document books

have been available di::-·es

:iot alter this fact.

trial so f 0,r, it has been the cus ·i;om f Qr

In every

all Defense Counsel to

receive Prosecution documents from the Prosecution before the comple-

tion of d.ocmnent books. In case IX only tw:el ve Defense 0 01111sel have
received a small number before that certain date, and in that connec-

tion as we were concerned with incomplete e:x:tracts from documents,
the Defense is all the more handicapped since the indictment , as was
I

saidt concerned purely a relatively short presentation of documents.

Nor can the Defense refre,in from stating to the "Tribu,nal that only
a short time ag o some Defen~e Counsel took up their jobs, and added
to this, that impo.rtant witnesses are bei.ng abroad, or that their
addresses were difficult to find , because their campswewere changed
It must also be known that mail

freq_uently o:c are still changing .

in Ge1--ma11y takes a. long time and it must also be pointed out that
transla tion of tb e · opening .sta.temen t take at least fourteen days, if
the present a_ifficulties of translf}tion don't even make an even longer
period necessary.

The drafting of the opening statement, of course,

can only be bes'Ull after the completion of submission of the Prosecution evi cl_ej_1ce, since this will go in to the details.
Apart fro i.il t h at , let me draw your attention to the fact that the

document boqks must be tr~nslated.

In the Judges' Triai I sent my

oocument "books to the Translation Center on the 24th of .July and the
last document book was ready on the 6th of September, the first one
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on t h e 2i.1c~. of September.
For this reason Counsel makes a re~uest tha t a pause of f our teen

a~s

should De inserted between the completion of the Erosecution's

:present 2.tion and the Defenses' opening statement; only in t h is way
it is possible to guarantee a correctly conducted defense 0
Ancl. considering the special matter of submission of doctuuents, it

would a_fll) eo.r i.lecessary that the Defense and. the defendants each be
given
C~se

:.:', t

least one co ~:iy of the docum ent book, as was the custom in

6, an c:

: .1 ot, as was the case in this inst.?.nce, one document book

:per Def e:a se Co uns el and Defendant.
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'T1HE PRESIDE1TT:

So far ."'\s epening statements e,,re concerned, there

is no re ~son 'i~rhy you should wait until the pres eh t r t ion of ail th$
Prosecution's ovia.ence before you 'begin to write your stptement.
know whr1t the c1ef°ena.ants El.re chf.lrge~ with.

You

There is no re nson why

you c0uld not Rt this very instance, if :rou were c::1lled. upon, proceed
to w:ri te where you now ;:ire, ~.nd give your opening statement in the
Ohlendorf defens~.

You know WhRt he is chprf ed with:

the indictment

is very specific, and you now hePra_ the bpe:n_ing st~-- tement.

Defense

counsel Rre informec1 now th~t if they intend to present a.n 0pening
st.i:itement, thn.t they should nroceed to write it immediately , and,
so far

PS

tr !=m slf'.tions are concerned; if w~ can h~ve them done in the

way th,at mimeogrc1ph co:pies ca:n. be prep a red, v ery well; if not,
then the stRtments may be translated ?Uld reAd from the interpreters 1 s
booths.

With reg A.- c1 to the documents, I should like to hear from the

ProSl:cution .r.:i,s to just wha t h Rs been given to the Defense, that we
c an make a ruling in accora_ance with the f acts 9

MR. J RENCZ:

May it pl ense, Your Honors:

the Defense Counsel

made a mo ti on similar to t his and submitted it in writing to the
Tribunal.

At this time the Prosecution replied in writing, and the

Tribunal orrered in a ccordance with it a careJul examinatio1'). of both
sia_e~ of the ease.

I d:) :.1 ot care to go i11to the a.eta:Us of expt ctly

which documents were delivered on which. days inasmuch ri.s I a.o not hAve
receipts in my p osse s sion

At

this time.

However 0 I' wnuld like to

point out th:: i t the uniform rules of procedure laid down by all the

'1:ribun.als require e:nly that defense cour:-sel be given copies of
a.ocument s to be introduced twenty-four h ours before they are actually
introducea..

ThP.t is ci,11 thr1 t is required by the rules

RS

laid down

by the rrribuna l.
rrHl rrRIEUNAL:

.Do e s every defense counsel now h;we translated

copies of these document~ books on the bench?
MR. FERI UCZ:

Your · Honor, .on Friday Rfternoon I received signed.

reseipts from the Defense Administr a tor showing that the Defense Ad...
ministra tor, who represents the defense counsel , hRd re<Wiv ed co,pies
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of e v ery single document we intend to use in this entire CRse~

Those

documents qre :._ow arrayed in the document book in front of defense
coun sel.

In a c1di tion to that which is much more, in a much 1011.ger

time 9 than the rule r e quired, we h ave given to the a_efense counsel
twelve copies of every ctocument we intend to use 9
1~rere deliverea. ::i.s quick ly

PS

These twelv" copies

our translation branch could prepare them.

I gave the tr q11slatio,:n branch sever al we'.-::k ~ agn a letter instructing
them to give the a_efense counsel t h os 0 ;Jopi esa nnd they did deliver
1

them, so that by l a.st · Friday or l ad -': 'b-..·i_ T~,.: hy ~ they h~.d received ad-

vanced_ copies of ninety

per ci:3:1

t

o ·~ 0 L1_.'."

d,wt~:1s:o ~s and by F'riday they

ha.a then all which is much !Tlore t b.a:c -~1.e r uJ e s requir::1~ I dq not

go

into exarn.inR.t ion about what :che Pr e ~ s ,::rn:j i on ha.s given to the a_efense
counsel"

DRv ASCHENAUER:

Up on the statement by the representative of the

Prosecutio-,,, I shoula_ J., ike to nra1~t attention to it that the ·: Defense
Administra.tor has received this materialr. thA.t is possible 1 but he

does not in any

1

'

ay repr e sent us.

The nine document books from which

the Prosecution is reading were handed oni; to i.ts on FridaY evening,
but it is out of the question that if t h e PToseCTution is to read from
them; that thereafter i mmedi a tely aft er t.h e op ~ti n g statement one is
able to represent one's client with r e ga1'd

'i, O

e ve-ry lrJ.a_ividual docuument.

The time for preparation is much too FJho:ct. ,;
TEE PRESIDJ:illiTT:

Defense couMe1 mu s t not believe that there is

an.y intention on the pa.rt of the Pros ccut i on 8 and certainly not on the

part of the Tribunal to 11 ham...string11 them
presentationof the clefdnseo

j_11

their adequate and complete

WhPt we ;~rant to avoid is unnecessary . delay,

and very often you apJ?roach a :problem with the defeatest attitus1-e, tha t
you must hPve much more time than the situRtion reRlly requires, for
instance, ~,ritl: rregard to witnesses!!'

Mow you have str1.ted that the ·)

mail is sl·ow, and mu.ch time be required for correspondance, and we
can certainly understand thr1t but there is no reason why with the immediat ~
dispatch of correspondance for the purpose of obtaining witnesses who,
enough witnesses can't be r eP dy to proceed with the defense.
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Pll ~ we h!:>ve a great number of defendai1tsJ so thr:i:t the one individual
a_efendant need not, 'Wait until his case actually a:r:rives be~ore he

begins to pr_e pare his defense, he should begin immedic1telyt I

DR. ASCHENAUER:

~ow may I bring the Attention of the Tribunal

tht:it it is written tho task of an 13.d§ouate Defense to see thP.t every
c1efenc%nt should be g iven the privilege to present his cRse in one
-piece, it is an impossibility for defense cormsel to deal with his refense
piece-meAl;(one sentence missing because change of filmo)
rTRJ' PR} S IDEHT:

Do you now have copies of th.e s e defense books

DR.co ASCHENAUIR:. .These document books hA..v e been handed over in
nine volumes, and they Rre avilable, yes, Sir.
THJ1 PR~.SJ'.DEHT:

Yes, very well.

The Prosec.ution will immediately

proceed to introduce these in the record, and they ther1 become proof,
and subject to refutation.

You will have as you now indicated you do

hiwe now the translation, and you will have amp-;Ltc time to rec1,d them
~nd prepAr$ · your defense 0

liow with regard to the opening statements•

I do not assume that you have any intenti on of making opining statements.
Oerte.inly they should not be unnecessarily long statement so

It would

appeA.r to us thPt no opening st;:itment for the defense should be longe~
than thirty minutes in durRtion,.

.'..s there any one who feels they

siould hAve more time t h an th;:1t c !t does not s cem to me it would be
neceSsRry

0

TIR. ASCHJ~MAUKR:

J: beli eve thP.t so far as I arn concerned, half

an hour will be enough.

I am at l(,pst speaking so much now for the

defendc=mt than on behalf of the Defense.

I am coming to the question

of opening statements, it seems to me th1:t the Prosecution today has
touched upon a humber of legal questions, which so fnr hRve never been
mentioned before a Tribunal~ with so much ornphasis 11 and it seems
necessary to me, therefore, thAt this spe8ch be given to us as quickly
RS

possible in the Ge-rman languRge.

Might I remind you, Mr. Presia.ent,

that in the Pohl case, President Toms took care thRt it was given to
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~s immodiPtely in the German language; if you look at these document

bo0ks, h .g ve to come to the assumtpion the.t we must mr.ke our opening
statements rather qui?kly.

speech ra.ther quickly,. fol'

We therefore should have to have this opening

this

Tribunal, being legally trained, would

no uoubt Agree ~i th me~ that the legal concepts can not be exa.mined
by h e pring them:, but exact re PcHng is essential()

y

TIDJ PR1S I DEI:TT:

you entirelr c

ou need not lAbor on thP-lt point; I agree with

You shonld lvr'ire & copy of this opening statement quickly.

Mr. Ferenci, how soon m1=w the! ruwe tha.t· trRnS18t ion?

MR. FEREHCA:

u

,r°ur .1.-•onor, the German version of the opening

stp.tement is. now being mimeo graphed, and they will certainly be
aYail;:ible t h is afternoon.

Very well.

rri:HE P'PT SIDEHT:
V

DR, ] TR.GOLD:

. . nly when we h :-., ve got an examined. it, will be hRve

the possibility of mRking a decision ro gara.ing the length of . time
the opening st8tement will require to be read, and thereforei, I beg
the rnri bunal to reserve a a.is cuss ion on the leng th of these o-pening
ste.tements'J at l e astsi for today, until we hRve had the op1)ortu..11.ity to

exa~ine the opening sp o0ch, and then to come to a decision how long
we should ne, d to reJ) ly to it indivic1ually e
~ PRLSIDLi1 ~:

You h rnr e concluC:ed the discussion,.,

We wa11t

you to hAVe had an opp ortunity to read the opening stP.tement, counsel.

The TribuM..l will 'b e in rece ss for twenty :riinutes.
(recess)
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